My KLR 650 A built 1987
„Betzi“

Modification: „self-made low-budget chain-oiler”
First please sorry my bad english. I´m just a german “kraut” loving to wrench my “Betzi”; I had no
idea that my chain-oiler acquires vogue like it happened. So here is a short manual how I did it.
A few years ago, I found a horrible looking KL650A. I bought it and I began to fix everything. Parallel
to this job, I modified lots of things.
My newest project was a low-budget chain oiler. The main parts are:
1. Reservoir: first i ordered a really cheap reservoir normally used as reservoir for brake-fluid.
At ebay you can find different colors and forms, the prices are beginning
at 5 dollars plus shipping. The only problems are where to fix it, I used a
aluminium-corner with two holes and used the screw of the startermagnetic-relay cover (picture 1), and the diameter of the tube you put
on the reservoir, you have to reduce it (picture 2) with a reducing-part
(picture 3).

Picture 1: reservoir
Picture 3: reducing-part

Picture 2: reducing the tube

Picture 4: magneticvalve with plug

2.
Magnetic-valve: I was sure that I want to control the flow of
the oil, so there must be the possibility to switch it off. My solution: a
12 Volt magnetic-valve, normally used in pneumatic technics to switch
air-pressure. It´s no problem to use it here, because there is no
pressure. You can use a switch to activate the magnetic-valve. I
decided to
connect it to
the lights,
because I
activate the
lights on every
ride and
during motorPicture 5: cable connectors
checks I just let
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the lights off. The connection to the magnetic-valve I realized by normal plugs (picture 4), the
connection to the lights I used cable-connectors (picture 5). You can solder both as well.

3. Flow-valve: to control the flow I thought about an electronic solution, but at least the
simplest way is a vari-flow micro-valve (picture 6), for example used in rc-cars to control the
fuel-flow. Adjust it to 1 drop oil every 1
minute (after driving in mud to clean the
chain) up to 3 minutes (street-rides only
without rain), that´s enough.
Picture 6: micro valve to adjust flow

4. Brasstube: at least you must curve a small brasstube like on (picture 7), cut it skewed at one
end and compress it until the end is like a small nozzle (picture 8). Curve it really close to the
rear sprocket. I fixed it on the chain-guide. I painted how to curve the tube, then I removed it
and drilled some holes to fix it with zipties.

Picture 7: curved and fixed brasstube

Picture 8: compressed end of brasstube

5. Fixing the tube: at least I fixed the tube with cable-holders normally used in cars to fix f.e.
mobile charging cables. I think it´s not a “must”, if the tube is laid tight, nothing can happen.
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Here is a picture of the complete low-budget self-made chain-oiler. Any question? Contact me at
facebook.

Greets Ingmar Wethje

KLR 650 A 1987 “German Betzi”
Mods: self-made chain-oiler, Acerbis LED-Mask, LED sign light, LED rear-light braking-light flasher
combination, front flasher in the mirrors, steal-flex brake-tubes, Koso digital speedometer, neoprene
folk-guards, K&N air-filter, painted wheels, snow-camouflage painting, and some more I just forgot.
😊

